Elements Commonly Used for Print Sources

Book


Chapter
Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year). Title of chapter or entry. In A. Editor, B. Editor, & C. Editor (Eds.), Title of book (pp. xxx–xxx). Publisher.


Article or eBook from an Online Database


Academic Journal Article


Magazine Article
Author, A. A. (Year, Month Date). Title of article. Magazine Title, volume(issue), pages.


Newspaper Article
Author, A. A. (Year, Month Date). Title of article. Newspaper Title, SectionPage.


Elements Commonly Used for Online or Electronic Sources

Article or eBook from an Online Database
- Provide database in a reference only when it is necessary for readers to retrieve the cited work from that exact database
- Use citation format for a similar print source if necessary


Webpage
Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year, Month Date). Title of page. Site Name. https://xxxx


Image Requiring Attribution

Format Within an APA Style Paper
Figure #
Title of Figure

Borrowed Image

Note. From Title of work [Medium], by A. Author, Date, Site Name (https://xxxx). License Info.

Format for Reference List Entry
Author, A. A. (Date). Title of work [Medium]. Site Name. https://xxxx
References with Multiple Authors

Reference List Entries

Two Authors (notice comma after 1st author’s initial)

Three to Twenty Authors

Organization as an Author

In-Text Citations

For 2 Authors (no comma after 1st author)
(Greger & Stone, 2015)

For 3 or More Authors
(Leuker, et al., 2018)

For an Organization as an Author
If the organization has a well-known abbreviation include the abbreviation in brackets for 1st use
(World Health Organization [WHO], 2020)

After 1st use for organization with a well-known abbreviation
(WHO, 2020)

Sample Formatted Reference List & Corresponding In-Text Citations

APA RUNNING HEAD

References


In-Text Parenthetical Citation Examples

(Avramova, 2019)
(Carts-Powell, 2004) for a quote include page → (Carts-Powell, 2004, p. 3074)
(Greger & Stone, 2015)
(Grossman, 2011) or with page reference (Grossman, 2011, pp. 43-44)
(Judge & Kammeyer-Mueller, 2012)
(Leuker et al., 2018)
(Marlano, 2018)
(von Frankenberg et al., 2017)
(World Health Organization [WHO], 2020) after 1st use → (WHO, 2020)